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Powerful Opportunities
A perfect storm event in the form
of Precession Scheduled
Railroading taking hold, a
slowdown in the economy, coal
fired utility plant closures, coal
mine closures from bankruptcies,
and the forces of Wall Street,
among other factors have pushed
and will continue to push
increasing number of modern
locomotives into the marketplace.
Some of these units are great
units that will allow them to move
quickly to a new service. Others
have issues that would be costly
to resolve without major rebuilding
and modifications.

power that is being returned from long term
leases that the owners never expected to come
back. Both GE and EMD Built units are in that
category.
Among the locomotives being returned are DC
powered GE Dash 9’s in two horsepower
categories of 4,000 and 4,400 horsepower with
a well proven 7FDK 16 primemover. The Dash
9 came in 4 different models with two of the
models, the Dash 9-40CW and the Dash 944CW, accounting for a total of 3,477 units of
the total Dash 9 series of 3,629 units. These
units ride on the same 73’ 2” underframe and
Hi Adhesion Bolsterless trucks and same 7FDK
16 primemover used by its sister AC powered
units. The GE Dash 9’ were built during the
period 1993 to 2004 for North American
Service.
The AC powered EMD SD70MAC is also victim

Some of the units being returned to
lessor owners are some of the most
sought-after units in the industry
such as the EMD GP-38-2’s and
MP15’s. These are generally in
good condition and with
remarketing go from 50 units with
one lessee to a multitude of
lessees. These are a real
opportunity for small railroads and
industries to acquire good secondgeneration power that will improve
reliability as well as reducing
operating costs.
The biggest opportunity is the high
horsepower six axle main line

to returns and is rated at 4,000 horsepower
built during the 1993 to 2004 period with 1,109
units built.
The SD 70MAC was one of the first large
production AC traction locomotive deliveries
from The Electro Motive Division (EMD) of
General Motors Corporation. The SD 70 MAC
has been experiencing higher than normal AC
traction related problems that are related to
the AC Traction Electrical system. The AC
control system has phase inverter solid state
modules and approximately 60 other solidstate modules that monitor and control the
power that is delivered to the traction motors.
The overall system is complicated and harder
to troubleshoot than other locomotive AC
control systems and that has led to longer
periods of locomotives out of service.
(Continued on page 3)
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An Updated Look at EMD Switchers
Among the 43,2611 locomotives that make up
the North American Locomotive fleet
registered in Umler in February 2019 there is a
smaller subset of 2,370 low horsepower EMD
switchers that have helped classify and build
trains for many years.
The oldest group in this study were the NW
series switchers introduced in 1937 of which
40 remain listed in Umler. These units were
rated at 600 to 1,000 horsepower. The “W” in
NW stands for welded underframe which was
an improvement over the cast steel
underframes of earlier units.
The largest group is the SW series switchers
that had the first variant introduced in 1939
with 1,490 units still listed in Umler. These
units ranged in horsepower from 600 to 1,500
horsepower. These units spanned two
generations of prime movers with the 645
prime mover introduced in 1966 powering the
1,000 to 1,500 horsepower units.
General Motors Diesel Ltd Built Switchers for
the Canadian market at its plant in London,
Ontario. The GMD designation denotes
switcher units built in Canada. Over their
service life many of these units have migrated
into the U.S. and 236 are still listed in Umler.
The GMD1 type was rated at 1,200
1

horsepower.
The last Major group of switchers built by EMD
were designated the MP type. All were rated at
1,500 horsepower from either 8 or 12-cylinder
645 prime movers. The MP15 series had 3
major types that ranged in length from 47’8” to
50’2” riding on the popular smooth riding
Blomberg Trucks. Most of the earlier switchers
had a length of 44’ or shorter. The longer wheel
base made the MP units a much smother riding
unit that could double easily as a road switcher.
While they are stout good pullers, shorter wheel
base locomotives on switcher trucks tend to
hunt, rattle, and roll through curves all while
trying to throw the crews out of their seats at
anything above yard speed.
The last of the MP15’s rolled off the assembly
lines new in 1987 some 32 years ago. It is likely
that the popular two cycle easy to repair and
maintain units will be around for many years to
come. The EMD switchers have a nice mix of
horsepower and reliability that lend themselves
to being rebuilt and modernized with state-of-theart traction control and engine performance
enhancements that will keep them out making
up, classifying and pulling trains for many years
to come.

Biggs Special Study of the AAR RailInc Divisions Locomotive registration system commonly called Umler as of February 4, 2019.
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Both the GE Dash 9 and SD70MAC are in the
sweet spot of 4,000 to 4,400 horsepower that
the class one railroads find desirable. Earliest
built units fall into the age group of 26 years old
(Generally appraisers use a 30-year normal
useful life on new six axle locomotives) and
would be candidates for rebuilding.
In a rebuilt locomotive one could capitalize the
remaining book value into the asset and have a
modern high horsepower that would fit the
modern standard for main line railroading.
There is considerable rebuilding and upgrading
of locomotives going on currently in the rail
industry and owners of modern locomotives of

these types would do well to weigh the options
available.
The current available surge power locomotive
is the very popular EMD SD40-2 rated at 3,000
horsepower This is a 60’s vintage locomotive
last rebuilt in large quantities in the 1990’s.
Yes, there are increasingly smaller numbers of
SD 40-2’s available in good running condition
for surge power. Yes, some are being rebuilt
and upgraded today but the future for Class
One Railroad long term lease ability is in
modern power in the 4,000 to 4,400
horsepower range. Rebuilding locomotives is a
very cost-effective solution and worth
exploring.
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